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ABSTRACT
This paper is an extension of a study by C. Ropelewski and M. Halpert, which examines observed precipitation
relationships with the Southern Oscillation. Here, the authors repeat their analysis using atmospheric general
circulation model precipitation from the average of a 13-run ensemble. The GCM is the atmospheric component
of the coupled model used for seasonal prediction at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction, except
that in this study, the observed sea surface temperatures were specified for the ensemble runs. Results are
compared and contrasted with the observed Southern Oscillation–related precipitation behavior. These comparisons show that the multiple ensemble simulations compare favorably to the observations for most areas in the
Tropics and subtropics. However, outside of the deep Tropics, the model simulations show large shifts or biases
in the location of the Southern Oscillation–related anomalies. In particular, anomalies shown by the observations
to occur in the southeastern United States are shifted westward in the simulation.

1. Introduction
In an earlier study, Ropelewski and Halpert (1996,
hereafter RH) examined the relationships between the
distributions of observed precipitation amounts and the
Southern Oscillation (SO). They discussed SO–precipitation relationships for a number of previously identified regions for which there were sufficient data. Here,
we repeat their analysis using precipitation derived from
an atmospheric general circulation model. As in RH,
we fit the precipitation to a gamma distribution and
compare percentiles for high and low SO index periods.
The GCM is the atmospheric component of the coupled
atmosphere–ocean model used at the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) for seasonal predictions. Therefore, comparisons of these results to RH
gives an indication of the coupled model’s potential for
generating useful seasonal predictions without resorting
to bias corrections and/or statistical adjustments.
The precipitation used for this study is from a 13-ensemble average of atmospheric GCM simulations made
at NCEP. Each ensemble is an extended GCM simulation with identical boundary forcing but slightly different initial conditions, covering the period 1951–94.
The model is forced by the specified sea surface temperature of Smith et al. (1996) through 1981 and the
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SST described by Reynolds and Smith (1994) afterward.
Seasonal means derived from monthly average precipitation for the ensemble are examined here. The atmospheric GCM is a T40 (approximately 2.88 lat 3 2.88
long) version of the NCEP medium-range forecast model, which has been tuned to more accurately simulate
tropical convection (Ji et al. 1994; Kumar et al. 1996).
Analysis of the GCM precipitation from individual
ensembles over the contiguous United States (Livezey
et al. 1997) has shown that the model’s internal variability of precipitation is reasonable. Using an ensemble
will tend to lower the overall variance compared to analyzing an individual run by averaging out internal variability, but climatic anomalies associated with the SST
forcing should be retained. The ensemble size is large
enough to clearly show the GCM climate signal forced
by the SST boundary condition. Since our goal is to
investigate the GCM precipitation variations associated
with SST forcing, we do our analysis on the ensemble
mean rather than on individual runs. The analysis of the
ensemble mean is also consistent with operational seasonal prediction procedures.
2. Results
As with the observations in RH, the model precipitation is first averaged into seasons of 3 or more months
and then fit to a gamma distribution. We define year 0
to be the year of the beginning of the SO extreme and
year 1 to be the following year. The SO high- and lowindex years are the same as in RH, except that our period
begins in 1951 and the low-index year 1992 was added.
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TABLE 1. List of 11 warm and 8 cold Southern Oscillation episodes
used in this study (1951–1994). The four digits of the SO episode
year 0 are listed.
Warm (low SO index) years
Cold (high SO index) years

1951, 1953, 1957, 1965, 1969, 1972,
1976, 1982, 1986, 1991, 1992
1955, 1956, 1964, 1970, 1971, 1973,
1975, 1988

Table 1 lists the high- and low-index years, where the
year listed is the year of an episode or the first year of
a multiyear episode.
Seasonal area average precipitation for high-index
and low-index years, and for the 1961–90 base period,
are separately fit to gamma distributions. From those
fits, we determine the values of the 10th, 30th, 50th,
70th, and 90th percentiles as a function of SO extreme
for display in box and whisker plots and tables. Box
and whisker plots show the median by the horizontal
line across the box. The 30th and 70th percentiles are
shown by the lower and upper edges of the box respectively, and the 10th and 90th percentile by the lower
and upper ends of the vertical whisker lines that pass
through the box. Confidence levels are assessed by
counting the number of high- (or low) index years that
have less than the climatological level of precipitation
and comparing that number to the probability of it occurring with a random distribution. The probability that
k randomly selected years, out of a set of n years, is
less than the climatological value can be expressed by
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Note that this only gives the probability that the model
is consistently placing a precipitation anomaly of the
same sign in a location for a given SO index sign. It
says nothing about the accuracy of the model precipitation.
In a companion analysis, percentiles are computed at
each location on the map using all seasonal data, and
then composite maps are formed by averaging over the
high- and low-index years to show the spatial structure
of the relationships.
a. Spatial structure of SO model–precipitation
relationships
Since model output is not as spatially limited as observed data, we are able to show global SO-related precipitation percentiles, instead of only those over land
surfaces as discussed by RH. We show the percentiles
globally for two seasons, Apr(0)–Sep(0) and Oct(0)–
Mar(1), averaged for both low- and high-index periods
(Fig. 1). For most regions defined by RH, this choice
of seasons simplifies the analysis and minimizes the
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splitting of the season of SO-related precipitation. Comparisons of these model-based percentiles for these two
seasons, with percentiles formed using the more precise
definition of the season used by RH, show only slight
differences.
During low-index periods, the model ensemble average composites for both seasons show enhanced precipitation in the equatorial and tropical South Pacific.
For the Apr(0)–Sep(0) season, the low-index model
composite precipitation is also enhanced across the
North Pacific near 408N and in the eastern Mediterranean region. Drier regions associated with a low index
in both seasons include the Australia–Indonesia region.
Model composites for Oct(0)–Mar(1) show that southern Africa and northern South America also tend to be
drier during low-index years. While the compromise
averaging seasons chosen may not be optimal for those
two regions, the results are qualitatively the same as
when the carefully chosen averaging seasons in RH are
used.
For the high-index composites, precipitation percentiles roughly mirror those for low-index composites in
many regions. Part of the symmetry could be artificial
because of the ways we formed the composites. This
symmetry is most apparent in the tropical Pacific, but
it also occurs over northern South America and southern
Africa in Oct(0)–Mar(1) and over the eastern Mediterranean region in Apr(0)–Sep(0). Over the western
Mediterranean, dry conditions appear in both the
Apr(0)–Sep(0) and the Oct(0)–Mar(1) high-index composites.
While precipitation percentile patterns in Fig. 1 are
largely symmetric with SO phase, there are regions
where the SO relationships are not colinear (i.e., they
are larger for one sign of the SO index than for the
other). For example, the Apr(0)–Sep(0) percentiles over
northern Australia have high-index percentiles that are
more extreme than their low-index percentiles. This may
be a reflection of the fact that April to September is
usually a very dry season and any precipitation is likely
to be reflected in large percentile values. However, the
model consistently shows larger areas of extremes associated with high-index years compared to low-index
years. Since this asymmetry is not apparent in the observations of RH over the limited regions where observations are available, it most likely reflects a model
bias. For the regions of extreme model percentiles discussed above, the high–low percentiles are significant
at the 90% level. The precipitation extremes over
regions for which RH were able to compute percentiles
from observations are discussed below. Over some
regions, such as over the oceans, there are insufficient
observed data to adequately compare the model with
precipitation–SO relationships.
Comparison of satellite-based precipitation estimates
[i.e., estimates based on observations of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)] for their shorter record length
(1973–92) helps to confirm model SO–precipitation re-
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FIG. 1. Global model precipitation percentiles based on the 1951–94 period, averaged for low-index years (top) and high-index years
(bottom). Averaging seasons are Apr(0)–Sep(0) (left) and Oct(0)–Mar(1) (right). Percentiles ,30 are shaded dark, percentiles .70 are
shaded light, and percentiles of 20, 30, 70, and 80 are contoured.

lationships over the oceans. The model analysis over
the central to west Pacific and northeastern South America is consistent with differences between satellite-derived tropical rainfall for one set of low- and high-index
periods, 1987 minus 1988 for summer and winter (Janowiak and Arkin 1991). Monthly averaged OLR since
1974 (not shown) is consistent with model-estimated
precipitation (Fig. 1) for the tropical Pacific and northeastern South America. However, in general, the model
tends to concentrate SO-related variations too far east
compared to the OLR in the region from Indonesia to
India. The model ensemble composites also show larger
regions with large precipitation anomalies during the
high-index phase than during the low-index phase, while
the observations do not show that asymmetry. This may
be due to the relatively low number of warm and cool
events available for this study, as well as model bias.
To supplement the global analysis, we also examine
precipitation percentile composite maps for two regions,
southern Asia–Australia (Fig. 2) and the Americas (Fig.
3). For these regions, we contour and shade the 40th
and 60th percentiles to enhance detailed differences of
composite model behavior. This more detailed analysis
clearly shows the model composite percentile differences associated with the SO over India (Fig. 2), where
the signal is consistent and significant but relatively

small (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1983; Shukla and Paolino 1983). The variations in Apr(0)–Sep(0) model
composite Indian monsoon precipitation are shifted
slightly north from where the observations place them.
Over southern India and Sri Lanka, the Oct(0)–Mar(1)
signal is also generally consistent with Rasmusson and
Carpenter (1983) and Shukla and Paolino (1983) in
showing dry conditions, but it misses the low-index
extreme wet conditions. The model’s Indian subcontinent percentiles are only significant at the 90% level
over northern India.
Model composites show a precipitation relationship
over southern to eastern China for the Oct(0)–Mar(1)
season, which is wetter than normal in low-index periods. In high-index periods, southern China is drier than
normal for the Oct(0)–Mar(1) season, which is normally the dry season in east Asia. These SO relationships were suggested in the correlation studies of Kiladis
and Diaz (1989), but they did not meet the more stringent requirements of RH. The region is generally not
significant at the 90% level.
Over the Gulf of Mexico region, RH show enhanced
precipitation in the low-index phase and drier conditions
in the high-index phase for the Oct(0)–Mar(1) season.
The model ensemble composites show westward and
southward shifts in the percentile pattern (which are
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1 except between 508E and 1808, 508S and 508N. Percentiles ,40 are shaded dark, percentiles .60 are shaded light,
and percentiles of 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, and 80 are contoured.

significant at the 90% level) compared to observations
(Fig. 3). In the model composites, northwest North
America has a strong dry signal associated with highindex periods in both seasons, which was not consistently evident in the observations.
For southern South America (Fig. 3), there is symmetry about the SO of the percentiles in both Apr(0)–
Sep(0) and Oct(0)–Mar(1). For the Apr(0)–Sep(0) season, these model relationships are similar to those in
RH for the Jun(0)–Oct(0) season. In RH, the low-index
anomalies for the Nov(0)–Feb(1) season are less consistent with the model Oct(0)–Mar(1) anomalies because of a southward shift of the model anomalies relative to the observations. However, the overall consistency between the observations and the model in southern South America is encouraging, but the season
differences and slight regional shifts are important. Over
Central America, the GCM is also consistent with the
observations, but the relationship there is stronger and
more symmetric than shown by RH using observations.

The GCM’s southern South America signal is only
weakly consistent from event to event, while the Central
American signal shows much more consistency in the
sign of the precipitation anomaly as a function of the
SO phase.
b. Regional average SO model–precipitation
relationships
In this section, we form model composite precipitation distributions for the seasons and regions identified
by RH and compare them to the observations. The
regions are shown in RH (their Fig. 1). Their seasons
for averaging are repeated here, shown for some regions
in Table 2. Here, for each season and region, the model
composite percentiles are computed for the high-index
years, the low-index years, and the base period years
1961–90.
For each of the regions in the Americas, discussed
below, RH show large shifts in the observed precipi-
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1 except between 1608 and 208W, and 608S to 708N. Percentiles ,40 are shaded dark, percentiles .60 are shaded
light, and percentiles of 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, and 80 are contoured.

tation as a function of SO phase. For Jul(0)–Mar(1) in
northeastern South America, Fig. 4 clearly shows model
SO relationships similar to the observed relationships
in RH, which are consistent with Chu (1991). For data
averaged over southeastern South America (Table 2),
the model shows no net response to warm and cool
episodes. For Oct(0)–Mar(1) in the Gulf of Mexico,
the observations in RH show a clear SO modulation for
both phases, where high-index extremes are not apparent
in the model (Fig. 5). The spatial patterns for the Oct(0)–
Mar(1) season (Fig. 3) show the symmetry of the SO
relationship across South and Central America. However, as noted above, the model SO-related percentiles
pattern is shifted south and west into northwestern Mexico.
The model’s precipitation percentiles for the Indian
subcontinent (Fig. 6) do not show the observed symmetry associated with the SO, in part because the model
shows a strong north–south gradient in the high-index
percentiles. The model percentiles for the area average

precipitation for the low-index years are only slightly
lower than those for the base years, and for high-index
years they are about the same as those for the base years.
Figure 2 shows that the strongest model signal is in the
northern part of India. If we include only the northern
part of India, a closer agreement to observations is obtained (not shown).
In the central Pacific, the strong observed relationship
between the SO and precipitation is also reflected in the
model precipitation (Fig. 7). The relationship using data
averaged over Hawaii (Table 2) is also consistent with
RH. Both the Oct(0)–Mar(1) and the Apr(0)–Sep(0)
seasons (Fig. 1) show the symmetric SO relationship
across the tropical Pacific. In contrast, the model distributions for the Fiji–New Caledonia region (Fig. 8)
show a much weaker relationship than the observations
in RH. In the model, the Fiji–New Caledonia region of
the southwestern Pacific is between the areas of low and
high precipitation associated with different phases of
the SO (Fig. 1). Thus, subtle errors in the location of
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TABLE 2. Anomalous precipitation rates from observations of RH (Obs) compared to the GCM, expressed as a percentage change from
median during the base period. For the GCM, the consistency significance level is also given in parentheses, with values .0.99 denoted as
0.99.
Region
Central Pacific

Season
Mar(0)–Mar(1)

South-central Pacific

Aug(0)–Jun(1)

Fiji–New Caledonia

Oct(0)–Mar(1)

Hawaii

Nov(0)–Apr(1)

Micronesia–western Pacific

Oct(0)–May(1)

Indonesia–New Guinea

Jul(0)–Nov(0)

Northern Australia

Sep(0)–Jan(1)

Southeastern Africa

Nov(0)–Apr(1)

Eastern equatorial Africa

Nov(0)–Mar(1)

Gulf of Mexico coast

Oct(0)–Mar(1)

Northeastern South America

Jul(0)–Mar(1)

Southeastern South America (low index)
(high index)

Nov(0)–Feb(1)
Jun(0)–Oct(0)

the model’s South Pacific convergence zone may account for the differences between the model and observations.
Farther west, over Australia and much of Indonesia,
the model’s SO–precipitation relationship is clear, as
shown by Fig. 1 for Oct(0)–Mar(1), and is consistent
with RH. Another region of persistent SO-related anomalies found by RH is southeastern Africa. Again, for
Oct(0)–Mar(1), Fig. 1 shows that the model simulates
this behavior. Using data averaged over southeastern
Africa, the model’s percentiles (Table 2) are consistent
with the observations reported by RH where there is a
well-known relationship with the SO. However, in east-

Low SO index
183%
134%
117%
127%
220%
23%
226%
219%
220%
29%
218%
217%
221%
218%
29%
24%
112%
26%
118%
15%
215%
212%
116%
0%

(0.99)
(0.99)
(0.77)
(0.99)
(0.92)
(0.99)
(0.99)
(0.97)
(0.84)
(0.97)
(0.99)
(0.84)

High SO index
245%
234%
219%
224%
132%
23%
120%
115%
116%
13%
120%
135%
128%
128%
19%
15%
29%
16%
214%
11%
8%
114%
219%
23%

(0.99)
(0.99)
(0.89)
(0.99)
(0.78)
(0.99)
(0.99)
(0.99)
(0.97)
(0.73)
(0.99)
(0.78)

Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM
Obs
GCM

ern equatorial Africa, where RH show a relationship
with the SO, the model has an opposite relationship
(Table 2), perhaps because of the model’s tendency to
regionally shift rainfall.
With the exception of eastern equatorial Africa, the
area-averaged precipitation anomalies are consistent at
the 90% level where the signals are strong. Areas with
weak or shifted percentile signals generally also have
low significance levels. The inconsistency in the signal
over eastern equatorial Africa suggests that the model
needs to be improved before it is useful for that region.
3. Summary and conclusions
We have analyzed the predictability of an atmospheric
GCM for global precipitation, compared to observations, to show what may be expected when this atmo-

FIG. 4. Box and whisker plots for model precipitation averaged in
northeastern South America for low-index years, base period years,
and high-index years. Indicated for each are the 50th percentile (horizontal line through the box middle), the 30th and 70th percentiles
(lower and upper edges of the box), and the 10th and 90th percentiles
(lower and upper ends of the vertical whisker line). The averaging
season is Jul(0)–Mar(1). Units are mm of precipitation month21.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 except for the U.S. Gulf Coast. The averaging
season is Oct(0)–Mar(1).
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4 except for India. The averaging season is
Jun(0)–Sep(0).

spheric GCM is coupled to an ocean GCM for seasonal
forecasting. Since the GCM ensemble used here employs observed SST, this may be thought of as an upper
bound on coupled model skill. Our goal is not just to
evaluate this particular model, but also to encourage
interest in further studies of the general problem of how
to utilize models for operational seasonal prediction.
Table 2 summarizes the relationships for the tropical
Pacific region and compares the GCM results to the
observations of RH. Most areas compare well with the
observations. The largest differences in the Pacific occur
in the region of Fiji, as discussed above. Table 2 also
shows that in the central Pacific the observed SO-related
anomalies are larger than the model anomalies.
In some regions where there are enough observed data
to detect signals, the observations do not show strong
SO-related anomalies, but the model does. For example,
in the GCM, northwestern North America shows drierthan-normal conditions associated with a high index for
both halves of the year, and northeastern North America
shows wetter-than-normal conditions associated with a
high index for the Apr(0)–Sep(0) season.
During Apr(0)–Sep(0), there is a symmetric model
relationship in the eastern Mediterranean. A similar relationship was found by Ropelewski and Halpert (1987).
However, since that is the dry season for the region, no
further analysis was performed. There is a wet season
model relationship in the Mediterranean region for highindex periods (Fig. 1) and a weaker opposite relationship

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 4 except for the Fiji–New Caledonia region. The
averaging season is Oct(0)–Mar(1).

in the region associated with a low index (not shown).
For these regions in which inconsistencies occur, the
GCM is consistently too sensitive to the SST forcing.
Further study of the observations is needed to determine
whether or not there is any validity to the model signals
in these regions. As the GCMs improve, we expect that
they may suggest additional areas for further observational and model validation studies.
Another inconsistency is the GCM bias, which is
shown by a general tendency for stronger model signals
associated with the high index (Fig. 1). Geographical
shifts in the model response compared to the observations are also common, such as over the Gulf of Mexico
region, in the southwestern Pacific, and over southern
India. These types of regional shifts are not surprising,
based on numerical weather prediction experience (e.g.,
Graham et al. 1994; Livezey et al. 1997).
However, the atmospheric GCM SO-related percentiles are generally consistent with the observations. We
can expect some SO-related forecast skill from the coupled model over many global regions, provided that the
SST is adequately forecast. This study points out the
importance of observations to the interpretation of seasonal model forecasts for the identification of biases in
precipitation amounts and locations. With the development of satellite-based precipitation observations,
such comparisons have become possible (e.g., Arkin and
Ardunay 1989). Other potential uses of this study include the identification of data-sparse regions where
more observational study is needed; and suggesting
where the SO may be a factor for some, but not all, SO
episodes.
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